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Abstract—In this paper, we consider monitoring multiple events in a sensing field using a large-scale wireless sensor network (WSN).
The goal is to develop communication-efficient algorithms that are scalable to the network size. Exploiting the sparse nature of the
events, we formulate the event monitoring task as an ‘1 regularized nonnegative least squares problem where the optimization variable
is a sparse vector representing the locations and magnitudes of events. Traditionally the problem can be reformulated by letting each
sensor hold a local copy of the event vector and imposing consensus constraints on the local copies, and solved by decentralized
algorithms such as the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM). This technique requires each sensor to exchange their
estimates of the entire sparse vector and hence leads to high communication cost. Motivated by the observation that an event usually
has limited influence range, we develop two communication-efficient decentralized algorithms, one is the partial consensus algorithm
and the other is the Jacobi approach. In the partial consensus algorithm that is based on the ADMM, each sensor is responsible for
recovering those events relevant to itself, and hence only consent with neighboring nodes on a part of the sparse vector. This strategy
greatly reduces the amount of information exchanged among sensors. The Jacobi approach addresses the case that each sensor
cares about the event occurring at its own position. Jacobi-like iterates are shown to be much faster than other algorithms, and incur
minimal communication cost per iteration. Simulation results validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms and demonstrate the
importance of proper modelling in designing communication-efficient decentralized algorithms.
Index Terms—Wireless sensor network (WSN), event monitoring, decentralized computation
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1

INTRODUCTION

I

N recent years, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have
been widely applied to event monitoring tasks, which
aim at discovering events of interest in sensing fields. Typical applications include target tracking [1], structural health
monitoring (SHM) [2], field reconstruction [3], spectrum
sensing [4], etc. Due to the easiness of deployment, WSNs
are especially fit for applications in hazardous environments, such as detecting nuclear radioactive sources [5] and
monitoring active volcanos [6].
One common problem arising from the event monitoring
tasks is how to fuse the sensory measurements and obtain
accurate information about the events occurring within the
sensing field. An intuitive idea is to compare the sensory
measurements with a predefined threshold; if the measurement of one sensor is larger than the threshold, the sensor
reports a positive detection around its position. Performance of this binary detection approach is determined by
the choice of the threshold and can be sensitive to the

measurement noise [7]. Since one event may influence the
measurements of multiple sensors, it is also necessary to
address the spatial correlation in binary detection [8].
Another class of event monitoring algorithms take the statistical signal processing perspective by introducing prior
knowledge. Examples include the expectation maximization
algorithm in [9] and the Bayesian approach in [10], [11].
This paper makes use of the prior knowledge that
events occurring within the sensing field are spatially
sparse compared to their candidate positions (e.g., positions of the sensors or some grid points), which suggests
to solve the event monitoring problem from the sparse
optimization perspective. Specifically, we formulate the
event monitoring task into the following ‘1 regularized
nonnegative least squares problem:

jjHc  bjj22 þ jjcjj1 ;
2
s:t: c  0:

min
c

(1)
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Herein, positions and amplitudes of the events are represented by a nonnegative decision variable c whose size is
equal to the number of candidate positions. The vector b
contains the noise-polluted measurements collected by sensors through the measurement matrix H. In the objective
function of (1), the least squares term kHc  bk22 corresponds to data fidelity and the ‘1 norm term kck1 induces
sparsity; the two terms are balanced through a nonnegative
weight . Detailed description of the sparse optimization
model (1) is given in Section 2. In this paper we will focus
on developing communication-efficient decentralized algorithms to recover c.
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Centralized techniques for solving (1), in which a
fusion center collects all sensory measurements and estimates positions and magnitudes of the events, have been
studied extensively. However, the centralized approach
incurs a high communication cost due to extensive data
transmission from the distributed sensors to the fusion
center. Besides, breakdown of the fusion center or some
critical relaying sensors (e.g., those close to the fusion
center) may result in loss of data and even failure of the
event monitoring task. The disadvantages of the centralized approach have motivated recent research interest in
decentralized data processing [12], [13], [14], [15], [16],
[17], [18]. The decentralized approach requires the sensors to solve the optimization problem in an autonomous
way based on their local measurements, allowing them
to collaborate only with their neighbors at a low communication cost. The sensors no longer need to transmit
data to the fusion center as in the centralized approaches;
hence the communication cost is scalable to the network
size and the algorithm is robust to the dynamic network
topology.
When the original centralized optimization problem is
separable, it is possible to guarantee optimality of decentralized data processing by properly allocating the optimization task to individual sensors. One powerful tool to
help formulate such a separable optimization problem is
known as consensus optimization, where each sensor holds
a local copy of the decision variable and the local copies
of neighboring sensors are enforced to consent to the
same value (see e.g., [15], [16], [17]). Thus, the consensus
optimization problem is equivalent to the original one
given that the WSN is connected. Many decentralized
iterative algorithms have been proposed to solve the consensus optimization problem, such as the alternating
direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [19], the distributed subgradient method [20], and the distributed dual
averaging algorithm [21]. In each iteration of these algorithms the sensors need to exchange their current local
copies of the decision variable. Therefore, the communication cost is proportional to the size of the decision variable. We call this scheme as full consensus. For the event
monitoring problem (1), the size of the decision variable
c is equal to the number of candidate positions that can
be very large. Hence the full consensus scheme, which
requires the sensors to exchange their current local copies
of c, is not communication-efficient.
To reduce the communication cost of decentralized
event monitoring algorithms, one of the key issues is to
reduce the amount of information exchanged per iteration. Note that the full consensus scheme implies that the
entire decision variable c (i.e., positions and magnitudes
of all the events) is relevant to all the sensors. However,
in many event monitoring tasks, an individual sensor is
only influenced by a portion of the events. Motivated by
this fact, this paper first proposes a partial consensus
scheme in which neighboring sensors only consent on
their relevant events; this way, the dimensionality of
information exchanged is largely reduced compared with
the full consensus scheme. Obviously we can see that the
full consensus scheme is a special case of partial consensus scheme.
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In some event monitoring applications, each sensor is
only responsible of recovering one of its relevant events. For
example, if we choose positions of the sensors as candidate
positions of the events, one sensor may only care about the
event occurring at its own position. In this case the consensus
schemes are no longer needed because no more than one sensor is required to recover the same event. We develop a
decentralized Jacobi algorithm in which each sensor only
needs to transmit one scalar, which represents its estimate
on the magnitude of the event at its own position, to its
neighbors. Apart from the low communication cost per iteration, the decentralized Jacobi approach can be further accelerated by the Nesterov acceleration technique and converges
much faster than those using the consensus schemes. Therefore, overall communication cost is significantly reduced.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the event monitoring task is formulated as a sparse signal
recovery problem with the form of ‘1 regularized nonnegative least squares. Section 3 introduces a full consensus
algorithm and proposes a partial consensus algorithm. Considering the case that each sensor recovers its own corresponding event, Section 4 develops a decentralized Jacobi
algorithm and analyzes its convergence properties. Performance of the proposed algorithms is shown in Section 5.
Section 6 summarizes the paper.

2

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let us consider a wireless sensor network that is deployed
in a two-dimensional area. The network has a set of L sensors, denoted as L ¼ fvi gLi¼1 . Sensors have a common communication range rC , which means any two sensors whose
distance is within rC can communicate directly. Suppose
that dij is the distance from sensor vi to sensor vj . We define
N Ci ¼ fvj : dij  rC ; j 6¼ ig that is the one-hop neighbor set
of sensor vi .
At each sampling time, multiple events may occur in the
sensing field. To establish a tractable mathematical model
for event monitoring we confine the sources of events to
sensor points; that is, one event occurs only at a sensor
point. For example, in the structural health monitoring
problem [22], a WSN detects damages of a steel-frame structure. The sensors are deployed at the joints of the frame, and
it is reasonable to assume that the damages also occur at the
joints. If the source of one event coincides with the position
of sensor vi , we denote the magnitude of the event by a
positive scalar ci . If no event occurs at vi , then ci ¼ 0. Therefore, we can formulate the problem as recovering the signal
c ¼ ½c1 ; . . . ; cL T where T is the transposition operator.
Although events could occur anywhere in the sensing field,
it is a viable practice to confine event sources to sensor
points, which is adequate to guarantee satisfactory detection accuracy when the sensors are densely or appropriately
deployed.
Suppose that the influence of a unit-magnitude event at
sensor point vj on the sensor point vi is hij . We consider
such monitoring tasks where the measurement of one sensor can be represented as the superposition of the influences of all events plus random noise. For example, the
P
measurement of sensor vi is bi ¼ vj 2L hij cj þ ei , in which ei
is random noise.
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Now we are ready to adopt a least squares formulation to
recover c:
min
fci g

L
X

bi 

i¼1

s:t: ci  0;

L
X

!2
hij cj

;

j¼1

i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; L;

or equivalently in a matrix form:
min jjHc  bjj22 ;
c

s:t: c  0:
Here the measurement vector b ¼ ½b1 ; . . . ; bL T and the ith
row of the measurement matrix H is hTi ¼ ½hi1 ; . . . ; hiL .
The least squares formulation ignores the sparsity of the
vector c. Note that in a large-scale network, the number of
events is generally much smaller than the number of sensors; hence the vector c has a large amount of zero elements.
Without considering this prior knowledge, the least squares
formulation will lead to a non-sparse solution, which means
a non-negligible number of false alarms. Motivated by this
fact, we formulate the ‘1 regularized nonnegative least
squares problem in (1):

jjHc  bjj22 þ jjcjj1 ;
min
c
2
s:t: c  0:
Note that (1) shares similarity with the basis pursuit denoising (BPDN) model [23] and the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) model [24], but the
measurement matrix H and the decision variable c are
confined to be nonnegative. Such a formulation arises in
WSN applications, e.g., detecting footsteps and vehicles
using seismic sensors [25] and localizing shooters using
acoustic sensors [26].
Our goal is to develop communication-efficient decentralized algorithms to solve the event monitoring model
(1). With the consensus technique, the decentralized algorithms introduced in Section 1 (such as the ADMM, the
distributed subgradient method, the distributed dual
averaging algorithm) can be applied to this problem at
the cost of considerable communication cost. Nevertheless, the following observation from many real-world
applications enables us to reduce the communication cost
and improve the energy efficiency.
Observation. An event has partial influence.
Recall that the influence of an event at sensor point vj
on the sensor point vi is hij . In many applications we
observe that there exists a constant rE , which denotes the
influence range of an event, such that hij ¼ 0 if dij > rE .
Therefore, for an event occurring at sensor point vi we
E
define its influence set N i ¼ fvj : dij  rE g that contains
all sensors whose measurements are influenced by the
event occurring at sensor point vi . Note that the one-hop
C
E
neighbor set N i is different from the influence set N i . If
we adjust the communication range rC such that rC ¼ rE ,
C
then N E
i ¼ N i [ vi .

Fig. 1. The points indicate 100 temperature sensors randomly deployed
in a two-dimensional area; the squares indicate two fire sources occurring at sensor positions vi and vj ; the circles indicate the influence
ranges rE of the fire sources.

The phenomenon of partial influence can be observed in
many applications, e.g., footstep and vehicle detection and
acoustic source monitoring. More examples include fire
source monitoring, target tracking, and nuclear radioactive
detection, in which the influence of a source often decreases
polynomially as the distance increases. Take the fire source
monitoring application as an example. Suppose that 100
temperature sensors are randomly deployed in the sensing
field as illustrated in Fig. 1. Two fire sources occur at vi and
vj and they have the same influence ranges rE . Therefore,
only the sensors within the ranges can measure the high
temperatures caused by the fire sources, while the sensors
outside of the ranges are not influenced.

3

THE PARTIAL CONSENSUS ALGORITHM BASED
ON THE ADMM

In this section, we present a partial consensus algorithm to
solve the event monitoring problem (1) based the ADMM.
We first introduce the full consensus algorithm that requires
the sensors to exchange the entire decision variables. Motivated by the partial influence phenomenon introduced in Section 2 and detailed in Section 3.2 below, we improve the full
consensus model and propose a partial consensus model
for event monitoring. We develop a partial consensus algorithm based on the ADMM and analyze its convergence.
Through reducing the amount of information exchanged
per iteration, the partial consensus algorithm outperforms
the full consensus algorithm in terms of communication
efficiency.
Notations. Curlicue letters denote index sets. Given a column vector a, aI denotes its projection onto the index set I,
i.e., stacking its elements fai : i 2 Ig to form aI . Given a
matrix A, AðJ ;KÞ denotes its projection onto the index set of
rows J and the index set of columns K, i.e., stacking its elements fajk : j 2 J ; k 2 Kg to form AðJ ;KÞ .
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3.1 Full Consensus Algorithm Based on ADMM
We first rewrite (1) in its unconstrained form
min
c


jjHc  bjj22 þ jjcjj1 þ LIþ ðcÞ;
2

per iteration is L. Therefore, the communication cost per
P
iteration per sensor of the WSN is L Li¼1 jN Ci j.
(2)

where L is the number of sensors and Iþ ðcÞ is an indicator function that equals to 0 when c  0 and þ1 otherwise. Further separating the least squares term, (2) is
equivalent to

L  
X
2
 T
(3)
hi c  bi 2 þ ci þ Iþ ðcÞ ;
min
c
2
i¼1
where hTi is the ith row of H.
Letting fi ðcÞ ¼ 2 ðhTi c  bi Þ22 þ ci þ Iþ ðcÞ, we have the
optimization problem
min
c

L
X

fi ðcÞ;

(4)

i¼1

whose objective function is separable with regard to the
individual sensors and the decision variable is common.
The full consensus technique introduces local copies of c at
the sensors, by imposing consensus constraints on neighboring local copies (c.f., [15], [16], [17]), and reformulate (4)
as follows:
min

fcðiÞ g

L
X

fi ðcðiÞ Þ;

(5)

i¼1

s:t: cðiÞ ¼ cðjÞ ;

8vi 2 L; 8vj 2 N Ci :

Here cðiÞ denotes the local copy of c at sensor vi . The consensus constraint cðiÞ ¼ cðjÞ forces vi and vj , if they are one-hop
neighbors, to consent on the value of their local copies.
Apparently, (5) is equivalent to (4) if the WSN is connected.
We omit derivation of the full consensus algorithm based
on the ADMM. Readers are referred to [17], or Section 3.2
that derives the ADMM for a more general case of partial
consensus. For fi ðcÞ ¼ 2 ðhTi c  bi Þ22 þ ci þ Iþ ðcÞ, we have the
following recursion at sensor vi :
(


1 ðiÞT  
C
ðiÞ
c
 hi hTi þ 2p j N i j I cðiÞ
c ðt þ 1Þ ¼ arg min
ðiÞ
2
c 0

C
þ ei  bi hi þ a i ðtÞ  p j N i j cðiÞ ðtÞ
(6)
)
T
X
p
cðjÞ ðtÞ cðiÞ ;
j2N C
i

a i ðt þ 1Þ ¼ a i ðtÞ þ p jN Ci jcðiÞ ðt þ 1Þ  p

X
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cðjÞ ðt þ 1Þ: (7)

j2N C
i

Here ai is an L  1 vector held by sensor vi , ei is the ith column of an L  L identity matrix, p is a positive constant,
and j  j denotes the cardinality.
The full consensus algorithm based on the ADMM for
event monitoring is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm
guarantees convergence to the optimal solution of (5)
according to the convergence analysis of the ADMM [19].
As shown in Algorithm 1, at each iteration sensor vi transmits cðiÞ to its neighbors and hence the communication cost

Algorithm 1. The Full Consensus Algorithm Based on
the ADMM at Sensor vi
C

Require: One-hop neighbor set N i , local data hi and bi .
1: Initialize cðiÞ and a i as 0;
2: for t ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . do
3: Compute cðiÞ ðt þ 1Þ according to (6);
4: Transmit cðiÞ ðt þ 1Þ to and receive cðjÞ ðt þ 1Þ from N Ci ;
5: Compute a i ðt þ 1Þ according to (7);
6: end for
7: Return cðiÞ ðt þ 1Þ.
Remark 1. The full consensus formulation (5) implies that
the entire vector c is needed by all sensors to fulfill the
monitoring task and/or the entire c is necessary in the
optimization process; we call this phenomenon as full
influence. To further illustrate this phenomenon, we can
see that (5) is equivalent to
L
X

min

fcðiÞ g

fi ðcðiÞ Þ;

i¼1
ðiÞ
ck ¼

s:t:

ðjÞ
ck ;

(8)
8vi 2 L; 8vj 2

C
N i ; 8k;

which indicates that to estimate ck , the kth element of c,
any two neighboring sensors vi and vj need to consent on
ðiÞ

ðjÞ

the value of its local copies ck and ck . If in practice the
events only have partial influence, i.e., an event only influences a portion of sensors, the full consensus algorithm is
not communication-efficient. This fact motivates us to
develop the partial consensus model and algorithm.

3.2 The Partial Consensus Model
The partial influence phenomenon indicates that for an
event occurring at sensor point vi , only a subset of sensors,
E
denoted by N E
i , are influenced. All the sensors in N i contribute relevant information to event estimation, but the sensors not in N E
i are not necessary to participate. Therefore,
we can let neighboring sensors, which are influenced by a
common event, to consent on its value. This way, we are
able to avoid the communication cost brought by consenting
on the entire decision vector.
Define J i ¼ fk: vi 2 N E
k ; 8k ¼ 1; . . . ; Lg as the set of
events that, if occur, will influence sensor vi . For any possible event k (an event that might occur at the sensor point
vk ), if k 2 J i then sensor vi generates a local copy of ck ,
ðiÞ
denoted by ck . Further, for any sensor vj that is a one-hop
neighbor of sensor vi and influenced by the event k as well
(i.e., k 2 J j ), sensors vi and vj must consent on the value of
ck . Therefore, the full consensus model (5) can be modified
to the following partial consensus model:
min
ðiÞ

fcJ g
i

s:t:

L
X
 ðiÞ 
f~i c ;
Ji

i¼1
ðiÞ
ck

¼

ðjÞ
ck ; 8vi

(9)
2

E
Nk ;

8vj 2

E
Nk

\

C
N i ; 8k:
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Here cJ i stacks the local copy of ck at sensor vi for all k 2 J i

2
and f~i ðcJ Þ ¼  ðhi ÞT cJ  bi þ ci þ Iþ ðcJ Þ; with a slight

where ei is the ith column of an L  L identity matrix. And
aJ i is updated through:

abuse of notation, Iþ ðcJ i Þ is an indicator function that
equals to 0 when cJ i  0 and þ1 otherwise. The following
proposition shows that under certain conditions the partial
consensus model (9) is equivalent to the centralized one (4).

aJ i ðt þ 1Þ ¼ aJ i ðtÞ þ pðDi ÞðJ i ;J i Þ cJ i ðt þ 1Þ

Ji

2

i

i

i

Proposition 1. Suppose that the partial influence phenomenon
= NE
holds, i.e., hik ¼ 0 if vi 2
k . Then the partial consensus
model (9) is equivalent to the centralized one (4) in the sense
ðiÞ

E

that ck ¼ ck when i 2 N k , if the subnetwork consisting of all
sensors in N E
k is connected for any k.
Proof. Since for any k the subnetwork consisting of all sensors in N E
k is connected, the consensus constraints in (9)
ðiÞ

force all ck to be equal if vi 2 N E
k . On the other hand, the
ðiÞ

function fi ðcðiÞ Þ defined in (4) is irrelevant with ck if
ðiÞ
E
vi 2
= N because hik ¼ 0 in this case; therefore, f~i ðc Þ
Ji

k

defined in (9) is equal to fi ðcðiÞ Þ. These two facts guarantee equivalence of (4) and (9).
u
t
It is obvious that the full influence model (5) is a special
case of the partial influence model (9). When it holds
NE
k ¼ L for any k, (9) degenerates to (5).

3.3 Decentralized Partial Consensus Algorithm
Through applying the ADMM to solve (9), the recursion at
sensor vi is
(
 ðiÞ  X
ðiÞ
E
C  ðiÞ 2
þ
pjN \ N j c
c ðt þ 1Þ ¼ arg min f~i c
Ji

Ji

ðiÞ

cJ

þ

k

aik ðtÞ  p

i

k

k2J i

i

 ðiÞ
 ðiÞ
ðjÞ
ck ðtÞ þ ck ðtÞ ck

X

;
(10)

þp

NE
k

\

ðiÞ
N i ck ðt

þ 1Þ 

X

!
ðjÞ
ck ðt

þ 1Þ ; 8k 2 J i :

C
vj 2N E
k \N i

(11)
Derivation of (10) and (11) can be found in the supplementary material, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TPDS.2014.2350474.

2
Recall that f~i ðcJ i Þ ¼ 2 ðhi ÞTJ i cJ i  bi þ ci þ Iþ ðcJ i Þ in
the event monitoring application. Define Di as a diagonal
C
matrix whose kth diagonal element is jN E
k \ N i j and gi ðtÞ
P
ðjÞ
as a column vector whose kth element is j2N E \N C ck ðtÞ.
Substituting f~i ðcÞ, Di and gi into (10), we get
(

ðiÞ

cJ i ðt þ 1Þ ¼ arg min
ðiÞ

cJ 0
i

k

 pðgi ðt þ 1ÞÞJ i ;

(13)

where a J i is the vector catenating all aik ; 8k 2 J i .
The Hessian matrix of the objective function in (12)
equals to ðHi hTi ÞðJ i ;J i Þ þ 2pðDi ÞðJ i ;J i Þ , which is positive
definite because Di ’s diagonal elements are positive. The
Hessian matrix is of size jJ i j  jJ i j, which is far less than
that in the full consensus case (i.e., L  L). This property
largely reduces the computation cost on each sensor. The
full consensus algorithms (6) and (7) is a special case of the
partial consensus algorithms (12) and (13) when N E
i ¼ L.
The partial consensus algorithm based on the ADMM is
outlined in Algorithm 2. Now we consider its implementation. In the beginning, each sensor vi broadcasts HELLO to
all the sensors. Say sensor vj is a one-hop neighbor of vi .
When vj receives HELLO, it feedbacks ECHO. After sensor
vi receives ECHO from vj , it recognizes vj as a one-hop
C
neighbor and puts vj into the one-hop neighbor set N i . To
E
know N i usually we need to estimate the influence range
rE through experiments. Sensor vj with dij  rE belongs to
E
the influence set N i . The distance between two sensors can
be measured via various methods, such as time of arrival
(TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA), or received signal
strength indicator (RSSI) [27].

Algorithm 2. The Partial Consensus Algorithm Based on
the ADMM at Sensor vi

!)

C
vj 2N E
k \N i

aik ðt þ 1Þ ¼ aik ðtÞ

ðiÞ

i


 ðiÞ
1 ðiÞT  
c
 Hi hTi ðJ ;J Þ þ 2pðDi ÞðJ i ;J i Þ cJ i
i i
2 Ji


ðiÞ
þ ðei ÞJ i  bi ðHi ÞJ i þ a J i ðtÞ  pðDi ÞðJ i ;J i Þ cJ i ðtÞ
)
T ðiÞ
 pðgi ðtÞÞJ i cJ i ;

(12)

C

E

Require: One-hop neighbor set N i , influence set N i
and index set J i , local data hi and bi .
1: Initialize cðiÞ ; gi , and a J i as 0;
2: for t ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . ., sensor vi do
ðiÞ
3: Compute cJ i ðt þ 1Þ according to (12);
ðiÞ

ðjÞ

Transmit ck ðt þ 1Þ to, and receive ck ðt þ 1Þ
E
C
from vj 2 N k \ N i ; 8k 2 J i ;
5: Construct gi ðt þ 1Þ and compute a i ðt þ 1Þ according
to (13);
6: end for
ðiÞ
7: Return cJ i ðt þ 1Þ.
4:

In the partial consensus algorithm, sensor vi needs to colP
ðiÞ
E
C
lect k2J i jN k \ N i j scalar values to update cJ i ðt þ 1Þ, and
hence the total communication cost per iteration is
P
P
E
C
vi 2L
k2J i jN k \ N i j. In contrast, in the full consensus
algorithm the overall communication cost per iteration is
P
C
L Li¼1 jN i j. Obviously, the size of estimated variables
needed to be exchanged among neighbors per iteration partial consensus is much less than that using full consensus.
The advantage of using partial consensus to reduce communication cost is also discussed in [28], which focuses on the
application of model predictive control. Note that [28]
requires the network to be bipartite and this paper considers
an arbitrary connected network.
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4

THE JACOBI APPROACH

The partial consensus algorithm considerably reduces the
communication cost per iteration compared to the full consensus algorithm. When the event influence range rE
becomes smaller, each sensor recovers a smaller number of
events and the resulting communication cost is lighter.
However, there still exists redundant communication since
each sensor is responsible of recovering events occurring at
nearby sensor points and neighboring sensors need to consent on relevant events.
We observe that when the events are localized such that
the influence range is no larger than the communication
range (i.e., rE  rC ), each sensor can only recover the event
occurring at its own point, not others. This way, consensus
is no longer necessary. Under this condition, this section
first proposes a decentralized Jacobi approach to solve (1)
and then develops its accelerated version.

4.1 The Projected Jacobi (PJ) Approach
Since c  0, (1) can be rewritten as
1 T
c Pc þ rT c;
2
s:t: c  0;

min
c

(14)

where P ¼ HT H and r ¼ 1  Hb with 1 ¼ ½1;    ; 1 being
an L  1 vector.
We solve (14) through an iterative projected Jacobi
approach:
cðt þ 1Þ ¼ ½cðtÞ  gM1 ðPcðtÞ þ rÞþ ;

X

ui ðt þ 1Þ ¼ hTi cðtÞ ¼
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hij cj ðtÞ;

(16a)

j2N E
i

vi ðt þ 1Þ ¼

1  hTi b þ hTi uðt þ 1Þ
hTi hi

¼

ri þ 

P
j2N E
i

hij uj ðt þ 1Þ

mi

ci ðt þ 1Þ ¼ ½ci ðtÞ  gvi ðt þ 1Þþ :

(16b)

;

(16c)
(16d)

Here ui , vi , ri are the ith elements of u, v, r, respectively;
mi ¼ hTi hi is the ithP
diagonal element of M. Note that by
definition ri ¼ 1   j2N E hij bj .
i

Note that cj ðtÞ and uj ðtÞ can be collected by vi if j 2 N E
i
since rE  rC . This way, the recursion (16) is naturally
decentralized as we outlined in Algorithm 3. For the update
at time t þ 1, sensor vi needs to collect fcj ðtÞ; j 2 N E
i g and
E
fuj ðt þ 1Þ; j 2 N i g. Therefore, its communication cost per
iteration is 2jN E
i j and the total communication cost per iterP
ation of the WSN is 2 vi 2L jN E
i j. Recall that for the partial
consensus algorithm (see Section 3), the overall communicaP
P
E
C
tion cost per iteration is vi 2L k2J i jN k \ N i j. For dense
P
E
C
networks we have 2jN E
i j 
k2J i jN k \ N i j. Furthermore,
the projected Jacobi approach often converges faster than
the partial consensus algorithm. Therefore, the projected
Jacobi approach is more communication-efficient in each
iteration.

(15)

Algorithm 3. The Projected Jacobi Approach at sensor vi
where M is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements
equal to the corresponding diagonal elements of P and g is
a positive stepsize. Note that PcðtÞ þ r is the gradient of the
objective function of (14) at c ¼ cðtÞ. Therefore, (15) can be
viewed as the projected gradient descent method where the
gradient is scaled by M1 . The following proposition provides a sufficient condition for the convergence of the projected Jacobi approach.
Proposition 2. The projected Jacobi approach with the recursion
(15) converges to the optimal solution of (14) if g 2 ð0; 2=LÞ.
Proof. Since P ¼ HT H, P is positive semidefinite. Under
such a condition, the projected Jacobi approach with the
recursion (15) converges to the optimal solution of (14)
(see page 261 in [19]).
u
t
Proposition 2 indicates that a small stepsize g assures
convergence. However, g 2 ð0; 2=LÞ might be too conservative and could lead to slow convergence. Since Proposition
2 only gives a sufficient condition, we often tune g to be a
larger value in practice.
Next we show that when the partial influence phenomenon holds and the influence range rE is no larger than the
communication range rC , the recursion (15) can be implemented in a decentralized manner. To this end, we define
uðtÞ ¼ HcðtÞ, and vðtÞ ¼ M1 ðHT uðtÞ þ rÞ. Since hij ¼ 0 if
j2
= NE
i , the recursion (15) is equivalent to

E

Require: Influence set N i and index set J i , local data hi
and bi .
E
1: Transmit bi to and receive bj from vj 2 N i . Calculate
P
ri ¼ 1   j2N E hij bj and mi ¼ hTi hi ;
i

2: Initialize ci as 0;
3: for t ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . ., sensor vi do
4: Compute ui ðt þ 1Þ according to (16a). Transmit
E
ui ðt þ 1Þ to and receive uj ðt þ 1Þ from j 2 N i ;
5: Compute vi ðt þ 1Þ according to (16c);
6: Compute ci ðt þ 1Þ according to (16d). Transmit
E
ci ðt þ 1Þ to and receive cj ðt þ 1Þ from j 2 N i ;
7: end for
8: Return ci ðt þ 1Þ.
4.2 The Projected Jacobi Approach with
Acceleration (PJA)
As we have discussed in the above section, the projected
Jacobi approach is essentially a projected gradient descent
method, and hence can be accelerated. Here we consider
the Nesterov acceleration technique [29], [30], which greatly
reduces the iteration complexity without incurring extra
communication cost. Instead of directly using gradient
descent in 16, we apply Nesterov acceleration technique to
update the recursion:
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yi ðt þ 1Þ ¼ ci ðtÞ  gvi ðt þ 1Þ;

(17a)

ci ðt þ 1Þ ¼ ½yi ðt þ 1Þ þ dðtÞðyi ðt þ 1Þ  yi ðtÞÞþ ;

(17b)

where the scalar dðtÞ is a time-varying weight parameter.
We propose to update dðtÞ as
uðt þ 1Þ ¼ uðtÞ

dðt þ 1Þ ¼ ð1  uðt þ 1ÞÞ

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
uðtÞ2 þ 4  uðtÞ

;
2
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
uðt þ 1Þ2 þ 4  uðt þ 1Þ
2

(18a)

;

(18b)

and uð0Þ is initialized as 1.

Algorithm 4. The Projected Jacobi Approach with Acceleration at sensor vi
E

Require: Influence set N i and index set J i , local data hi
and bi .
E
1: Transmit bi to and receive bj from vj 2 N i . Calculate
P
ri ¼ 1   j2N E hij bj and mi ¼ hTi hi ;
i

2: Initialize u as 1, yi and ci as 0;
3: for t ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; sensor vi do
4: if mod ðt þ 1; T Þ ¼ 0 then
5:
Set uðt þ 1Þ ¼ 1;
6: else
7:
Update uðt þ 1Þ according to (18a);
8: end if
9: Compute ui ðt þ 1Þ according to (16a). Transmit
E
ui ðt þ 1Þ to and receive uj ðt þ 1Þ from j 2 N i ;
10: Compute vi ðt þ 1Þ, yi ðt þ 1Þ, and dðt þ 1Þ according
to (16c), (17a), and (18b) respectively;
11: Compute ci ðt þ 1Þ according to (16d). Transmit
E
ci ðt þ 1Þ to and receive cj ðt þ 1Þ from j 2 N i ;
12: end for
13: Return ci ðt þ 1Þ.
The Nesterov acceleration technique is a momentum
method in which the current iteration depends on the pervious iterations, and the momentum grows from one iteration
to the next [31]. When the momentum accumulates too
much, the current iteration will deviate, and hence ripples
and bumps will be observed if one traces the objective
value. Therefore we can restart the acceleration process in
order to alleviate the accumulation of momentum. For simplicity, here we use fixed restart which reset u to its initial
value 1 after every T iterations. The projected Jacobi
approach with acceleration is outlined in Algorithm 4. Compared to the one without acceleration, the communication
cost remains the same.

5

SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we provide simulation experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed decentralized
algorithms and the effect of the parameters  and rE . Specifically, we show convergence of the algorithms to the optimal solution of (1) as well as how the convergence rate
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varies with respect to the regularization parameter . We
also show the effect of the influence range rE on the convergence rate and the estimation accuracy.
Throughout the simulation experiments, L ¼ 200 sensors are uniformly randomly deployed in a 10  10 square
sensing field. There are five events occurring at random
sensor points and their magnitudes are uniformly randomly chosen from ½0; 1. We assume that the measurement coefficients hij ¼ expðd2ij =s 2 Þ where s 2 is a known
parameter. Since this exponentially decaying function of
dij is always positive, we define a nominal influence
range rE0 such as expðr2E0 =s 2 Þ ¼ 0:01. Therefore, an
event has negligible influence on a sensor beyond the
nominal influence range rE0 .
Note that this setting comes from the application of
structural health monitoring. A WSN is applied to detecting damages of a steel-frame structure and the sensors
are deployed at the joints of the frame. Each sensor has a
baseline model about its response to ambient vibrations
given that the structure is well-conditioned. If damages
occur at joints, sensors close to these positions observe
abnormal responses that correspond to abnormal statistical models. Through comparing the identified statistical
models and the baseline models the WSN can estimate
the positions and severities of the damages, which boils
down to an ‘1 regularized nonnegative least squares problem in the form of (1). The baseline models as well as how
a damage influences the identified statistical models can
be simulated and pre-acquired by finite-element programs such as OpenSees [22].
We compare performance of the four decentralized
algorithms:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Full consensus algorithm based on ADMM (FC);
Partial consensus algorithm based on ADMM (PC);
Projected Jacobi approach;
Projected Jacobi approach with acceleration that is
restarted after every T ¼ 20 iterations.
Two performance metrics are used for comparison. The
first one is relative error, which is defined as the normalized
distance between the current solution to the optimal solution of (1); the second one is convergence time, which is
defined as the number of iterations when the distance
between the current solution and the optimal solution of (1)
reaches the threshold 0.001.

5.1 Convergence of the Proposed Algorithms
First we compare convergence of the four algorithms in
Fig. 2. The sensory measurements are polluted by zeromean Gaussian noise with standard deviation 0.1. The
parameter s 2 ¼ 1, which corresponds to a nominal influence range rE0 ¼ 2:14. The influence range rE and the
communication range rC are both equal to the nominal
influence range rE0 . For fair comparison, the parameters
in the four algorithms are tuned to the best. As depicted
in Fig. 2, the partial consensus algorithm converges much
faster than the full consensus algorithm, while the convergence rates of the partial consensus algorithm and the
projected Jacobi approach are similar. The Nesterov acceleration technique further improves the projected Jacobi
approach at the cost of little extra computation burden.
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Fig. 2. Convergence of the algorithms.

Fig. 4. Convergence time of the algorithms versus varying .

This observation indicates that reaching full consensus on
the entire optimization variable not only results in high
communication cost per iteration, but also incurs slow
convergence. Reaching partial consensus helps reduce
convergence time, while imposing no consensus constraint is the most advantageous. Hence properly modelling the problem is critical to designing communicationefficient decentralized algorithms.
The parameter s 2 , which shows how the influence of an
event decays with distance, affects both the convergence
time and the communication cost per iteration of the
decentralized algorithms. Fig. 3 varies s 2 such that the
nominal influence range rE0 also varies. The influence
range rE and the communication range rC are both equal
to the nominal influence range rE0 . The sensory measurements are polluted by zero-mean Gaussian noise with
standard deviation 0.1. When s 2 becomes smaller, the
nominal influence range rE0 also becomes smaller and
both the partial consensus algorithm and the Jacobi
approach converge faster. Furthermore, the communication cost per iteration is lower because the influence range
and the communication range are also smaller. Recall that
a small s 2 means that the influence of the events is local,
which appears in engineering applications such as

structural health monitoring [22]. Particularly, we observe
that if s 2 is small enough such as the measurement matrix
H is diagonal dominant, the projected Jacobi approach and
the projected Jacobi approach with acceleration converges
to the optimal solution within a dozen of iterations.

Fig. 3. Convergence of the algorithms with different s 2 .

5.2 The Effect of 
The regularization parameter  affects the optimal solution
of the event detection model (1); this issue has been extensively discussed in the compressive sensing literature, e.g.,
[32]. Here we numerically check the effect of  on the convergence rates of the proposed algorithms. Fig. 4 shows that the
convergence rates of the partial consensus algorithm, the
projected Jacobi approach, and the projected Jacobi approach
with acceleration all become slower as  increases. Considering both estimation accuracy and convergence rate,  should
be chosen as a medium value. For this concrete example
 2 ½20; 100 is proper for the partial consensus algorithm
and  2 ½20; 1000 is proper for the Jacobi approach.
5.3 The Effect of rE
The influence range rE is important to both the estimation
accuracy and the communication cost of the decentralized
algorithms. If rE is smaller than the nominal influence
range rE0 , the solutions of the decentralized algorithms
are biased since the model is no longer accurate. Denote
the optimal solution of (1) as c . Given an influence range
rE and setting the measurement coefficients hij to be 0 if
dij  rE , the optimal solution of (1) becomes cE . Fig. 5
demonstrates how the normalized distance between cE
and c varies with the choice of rE . Here the sensory
measurements are polluted by zero-mean Gaussian noise
with standard deviation 0.1; the parameter s 2 ¼ 1 and
hence the nominal influence range rE0 ¼ 2:14, and the
communication range rC is equal to the influence range
rE that varies. When rE is close to rE0 , the model mismatch is neglectable. When rE0 =rE > 1:5, the estimation
accuracy significantly decreases.
The influence range rE also affects the communication
cost of the decentralized algorithms with respect to both
convergence time and communication cost per iteration. In
Figs. 6, 7, and 8, we show convergence of the the partial
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Fig. 5. kcE  c k2 =kc k2 versus varying rE .

Fig. 7. Convergence of the projected Jacobi approach for different rE .

consensus algorithm, the projected Jacobi approach, and the
projected Jacobi approach with acceleration for different rE .
The sensory measurements are polluted by zero-mean
Gaussian noise with standard deviation 0.1 and the parameter s 2 ¼ 0:4. Convergence rate of the partial consensus algorithm is highly dependent on the choice of rE since rE
determines the number of consensus constraints. The projected Jacobi approach and the projected Jacobi approach
with acceleration are insensitive to the choice of rE because
they do not impose any consensus constraints. However,
since we choose rC ¼ rE , their communication cost per iteration also varies with rE .

in the sensing field usually has limited influence range, we
suggest to avoid the traditional full consensus technique
that requires each sensor to recover the entire event vector
and hence leads to high communication cost. Alternatively,
we develop two decentralized algorithms, one is the partial
consensus algorithm and another is the Jacobi approach. In
the partial consensus algorithm based on the ADMM, each
sensor is responsible of recovering those events relevant to
itself. This strategy greatly reduces the amount of information exchanged among the sensors. The Jacobi approach
addresses the case that each sensor only cares about the
event occurring at its own position. The communication cost
per iteration is hence minimal and the convergence rate is
much faster than those based on the ADMM. Simulation
results validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms
and demonstrate the importance of proper modelling in
designing communication-efficient decentralized algorithms
for the event monitoring application.

6

CONCLUSION

This paper considers monitoring multiple events in a sensing field using a large-scale WSN. Exploiting the sparse
nature of the events, the problem is formulated as ‘1 regularized nonnegative least squares where the optimization variable is a sparse event vector representing the locations and
magnitudes of events. Several communication-efficient algorithms have been developed that are scalable to large networks. Motivated by the observation that an event occurring

Fig. 6. Convergence of the partial consensus algorithm for different rE .
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Fig. 8. Convergence of the projected Jacobi approach with acceleration
for different rE .
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